GEA DairyParlor P7550
Elevate your milking operation
to new heights
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Increased throughput and
efficiency
With shorter milking times and faster cow flow, you
benefit from the combined advantages of
Side-by-Side milking and a quick vertical lift exit gate.

The P7550 from GEA’s DairyParlor series is perfectly
designed for daily milk production with mid to
large-sized herds. Thanks to its compact, flexible and
expandable design, this Side-by-Side milking parlor
lets you milk a large number of cows in a very
small area. Its vertical lift exit gate with integrated
indexing function paves the way towards even faster
cow flow – for more efficient milking and maximum
throughput.
Barrier-free within seconds
With the exit gate that lifts in a matter of seconds,
the DairyParlor P7550 ensures safe and fast cow
flow with no obstructive equipment in the exiting
area. Your cows will appreciate such unique
accessibility!

GEA DAIRYPARLOR P7550
A robust milking parlor with vertical lift ensures fast
cow flow for more turns per hour

Unobstructed cow exit at the push of a button: The exit gate raises to a height of
1.6 meters, so even larger cows feel completely free to leave the milking parlor safely.
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Comfortable, stress-free
milking from the outset
Ultimate comfort and an integrated indexing function:
Pleasant surroundings provide all-around milking comfort for
cows and optimal working conditions for employees.
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720 mm wide
• Comfortable milking stalls, each
and 1.6 m high
a button
• Entry gate opens at the touch of
positioning,
• Faster cow exit and entry, quick
milking begins in no time
the milking
• Stainless steel covering protects
while
technology from dust and moisture
reducing noise in the milking parlor

patible with
• Customized to suit your needs: com
clusters
GEA’s wide product range of milking
and control units

Your cows will move quickly and freely along the wide

This makes it easy to ensure that every udder is in the perfect

entrance, each entering its own milking stall. Thanks to the

position for cluster attachment – while keeping the entire

lateral sequence gates and front segments of the exit gate that

milking environment clean.

are optimally suited to fit the cows’ anatomy, each cow is guided
into its ideal milking position without any pressure. The entire

High comfort and easy handling

milking process can take place completely stress-free from start

The DairyParlor P7550 guarantees maximum operater ease

to finish.

during every milking session because all the equipment
is clearly arranged. Short distances and state-of-the-art

Group indexing – for convenient and clean

ergonomics provide the ideal conditions for fast, comfortable

milking processes

handling of daily routines. Safe and easy access to each cow

The position of the exit gate can be adjusted as needed, and

and an unobstructed view of the cows’ udders enable cluster

at the touch of a button, the group indexing function gently

application in no time. Enjoy top-class milking of your herd,

pushes heifers and smaller cows towards the splash shield.

now and in the future!

GROUP INDEXING
A clean and comfortable work environment
with convenient access to each cow’s udder.
Gentle spring loaded sequence gates guide each cow from the wide entry area into its own comfortable milking stall.
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Ready to serve your herd
Durable design you can count on:
The P7550’s low-maintenance components are not only
extremely robust, but also easy to clean.

From the stainless steel covered milking technology
to the galvanized frame – the heavy-duty
construction is thoroughly designed to withstand
continuous use. That means you can consistently
milk your herd extremely economically, whether
milking takes place only for a few brief milking
times per day or constantly – up to 24 hours per day,
every day.
Easy to clean through and through
You can also save time maintaining high standards
in milking parlor hygiene. All surfaces are especially
easy to clean. GEA’s CIP cluster holder guarantees
thorough cleaning at regular intervals, ensuring that
everything is perfectly prepared for the next milking
session.

s, double• From 2 × 8 to 2 × 50 milking stall
on request
sided. Single-sided design available
• Standard or Subway versions
lly operated
• Pneumatically instead of electrica
exit gate for maximum reliability
(max. at

s
• Optional gate control remote boxe
every fourth milking stall)

cylinder
• High-performance compressed air
to raise
with remote-mounted reserve air tank
up to 18 milking stalls
-pressure
• Robust surfaces can withstand high
cleaning

ponents

• Low-maintenance, easy access com

DESIGN YOUR FARM FOR THE FUTURE
Whether new installation or retrofitting, GEA’s reliable DairyParlor P7550 gives you maximum flexibility while requiring minimum space.
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GEA Group is a global engineering company with multi-billion euro sales and operations in more than
50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of innovative equipment and
process technology. GEA Group is listed in the STOXX® Europe 600 Index.

GEA Deutschland
GEA Farm Technologies GmbH
Siemensstraße 25 - 27

Tel +49 23 83 93 7-0

info@gea.com

D-59199 Bönen

Fax +49 23 83 93 8-0

gea.com
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We live our values.

